You’re already working hard. Why not also work smart?
RevelationLegal-i is a web-based solution for legal professionals that
delivers unprecedented vision into your day-to-day work life.

RevelationLegal-i
identifies real
opportunities.

Understanding how you spend your time—
and the value associated with it—can bring
untold revelations, whether you’re a sole
practitioner, managing partner, practice

Are you…

group leader or administrative
professional.

A sole practitioner
who needs a roadmap

How can you work more
effectively and increase
productivity?

to greater productivity and
profitability?

What changes can
you make to recoup
lost time?

A head of finance,
marketing, HR or
other administrative
department seeking

To help you reveal these

development opportunities

opportunities, ofPartner has

for yourself or your team?

developed RevelationLegal-i, an
revolutionary analysis tool designed

A managing partner or
practice group leader

for legal and administrative teams—even

looking for ways to get more

entire firms. We created this “i”ndividual

value out of the hours you

version to empower you to improve your own

and your colleagues log

productivity and effectiveness—all without a

every day?

extension of RevelationLegal, our

burdensome investment of time or money.

GET STARTED AT REVELATIONLEGAL-i.COM
Powerful Data Analysis

Actionable Reporting

Revealing Value
Assessment
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$99 (ONE-TIME FEE)
Simple, Quick, Secure

Essential Insight—
That’s RevelationLegal-i

RevelationLegal-i transforms job-related data into an
actionable report that helps you improve performance
and effectiveness. Here’s how:
Knowledge is power: Our

Minimal investment,

Roadmap to greater

Secure, private and in

simple online questionnaire

maximum return: Give us

productivity: View the

the cloud: Our systems

helps you identify and

a few minutes, and we’ll

results and analysis from

utilize state-of-the-art

analyze the activities you

deliver a view into your

every angle. Leverage the

cloud technologies

perform during a typical

workday that can transform

report to pinpoint gaps

to enable unique and

year. Seeing clearly how you

you as a professional and

in productivity, identify

powerful analysis in a safe

spend your time (and the

impact your bottom line.

strategic opportunities

and secure environment.

corresponding value of those

and refocus your time on

hours) is where it all starts.

higher-value activities.

RevelationLegal-i reports are detailed, comprehensive and actionable.

For more information, visit RevelationLegal-i.com.
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